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法：协整法、随机价差法、 小距离法，并以上证 50 指数的成份股为依据，选











套利模型会面临极大风险，我们利用均值方差组合 优化的方法来对 38 个统计
套利模型进行组合优化，鉴于均值方差方法倾向于选择那些收益率高、风险或相
关性低的资产，那么就不能很好的分散风险，笔者引入了 Resample 方法对组合进

















































Statistical arbitrage as a kind of the market-neutral strategies, makes use of model 
to invest and has long been used by many foreign hedge funds, institutional investors. 
Statistical arbitrage strategy is based on simultaneous exploitation of overpricing and 
under-pricing, by going long on perceived under-priced assets and short on perceived 
overpriced ones and expects relationship can be modified in the future to obtain 
profits. 
In this thesis, we try to build a unified framework for statistical arbitrage model. 
First, we analyze the most simplest form of statistical arbitrage strategy-pairs trading 
and describe the three existing main methods of pairs trading: cointegration method, 
stochastic spread method, the minimum distance method. We select 38 stocks based on 
the constituent stocks of the SSE 50 Index as a basis for analysis using the minimum 
distance method to test its profitability in Chinese stock market, the conclusion is that 
this strategy indeed can be profitable in China's stock market. Further more, 38 stocks 
are selected based on the constituent stocks of the SSE 50 Index as a basis for analysis. 
We use cointegration to construct "synthetic asset" of each stock, "Synthetic assets" 
can be seen as statistical objective for the target asset. Thus we get the statistical 
mispricing between target asset and its "synthetic asset", statistical mispricing 
time-series exhibits strong mean reversion, and hence a certain degree of potentially 
predictable behaviour. Second, we use the 38 statistical mispricings to construct the 
forecasting modelsa.as using some criterions to choose the best model will lead to 
sample bias, we construct a number of forecasting models and use forecasts of 
combination to diversify the risk of a single forecast. After building forecasting models, 
We set the trading rule to implement transaction and analyze the characteristics of 38 
models. Taking into account the instability of  performance of a single statistical 
arbitrage model and the uncertainty of future performance, we use the mean-variance 
portfolio optimization method to optimize the portfolio of 38 statistical arbitrage 














tends to select those high-yield, low risk or related assets and can not get a good risk 
diversification, we introduce Resample method to optimize the portfolio. The result 
shows that the use of Resample method can better diversify risk and achieve a higher 
Sharpe ratio. 
Statistical arbitrage strategy relies on a short-selling market mechanism, such as 
stock index futures, margin trading. With the margin trading to start, this thesis is a 
meaningful exploration of new investment strategy. 
The prime innovations of this thesis include： 
1. Studying the statistical arbitrage strategy in Chinese stock market, We 
introduce neural network to statistical arbitrage strategy and show a large number of 
empirical anlysis in Chinese stock market. With the margin trading to start,, this thesis 
has important practical significance. 
2. Using cointegration to construct statistical mispricing between sets of assets 
prices, Statistical mispricing series has a certain degree of predictability.As the number 
of asset universe is 38 and the general cointegration can not process , we use stepwise 
regression to handle this problem and extent to time-varying relationships. 
3. Taking into account the shortcomings of the linear error correction model, we 
use artificial neural network to capture nonlinear dynamics of statistical mispricing   
and construct the basis of trading strategies. 
4. We introduce Markowitz's portfolio theory to forecasting based statistical 
arbitrage trading strategy and establish the "model portfolio" method of statistical 
arbitrage models to diversify risks; Considering the shortcomings of Markowitz's 
portfolio theory, we use the Resample method to make the result of "model portfolio" 
approach more stable. 
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